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Garrison Art Center is pleased to present Games, Guns, and Glory, ink drawings on 
paper by Mison Kim. This will be Ms. Kim’s first solo exhibition at Garrison Art Center.  The 
works will be on exhibit in the Balter Gallery from January 23-February 28, 2021. 
 
Games, Guns, and Glory presents bold diagrammatic drawings that suggest semi-
automatic rifles, board games, and icons. Within the confines of these striking graphics, 
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Kim has woven a multitude of lyrical lines that make their way in and around the 
graphic design. Upon closer examination, the viewer discovers that these are, in fact, 
architectural plans for government buildings and houses of worship. She was deliberate 
in her decision to house her free-flowing, expressive lines that appear like ropes, vines, or 
braided hair, into these weighty structures. When she began this series, she was looking 
for architectures to site her drawings—to give her lines more authority. In her words: “The 
grandest architecture is both eloquent and beautiful, and I thought, that’s where I’d 
like my lines to live. These architectures are also associated with presenting society’s 
greatest aspirations. They were purportedly constructed to support the highest of 
ideals.” Her first foray into the use of architectural plans involved U.S. Capital buildings 
when she recognized their resemblance to board games, specifically Asian chess 
(Baduk) or the game of “Go,” both of which conjure associations of power and 
dominance. This chance connection ignited her interest in exploring other floor plans to 
see where they would lead and so she expanded to cathedrals and discovered that 
they had a surprising resemblance to firearms. There is, of course, a bit of irony to these 
lofty structures that function as social power centers, coming to resemble firearms and 
games of dominance. 
 
Kim approaches her art practice from the perspective that the context of where a work 
of art is viewed, has a direct impact on how the work is perceived. For example, when 
the “guns’ series was exhibited in the State Capitol Rotunda in Austin, Texas during the 
week that began the 2019 legislative session, the show was arranged to contribute to 
the topic of gun violence, and was meant to confront the legislators as they made their 
way to their offices. In this context, the show took on a very public and confrontational 
profile compared to the same show on exhibit in a gallery at Harvard, where it was a 
commentary about a very public issue in a private setting designed for discussion and 
discourse. The context within which the work was viewed shifted its meaning from one 
of confrontation towards the legislators to one of historical commentary within an 
academic setting, raising questions about the use of power to enforce social and 
political agendas.  
 
Pivoting away from her use of architectural graphics can be found in Indurate, an ink 
drawing comprised entirely of a dense network of lines.  From a distance this work 
appears as an immovable object but with a simultaneous softness and intricacy that 
invites comparisons to nature. A closer look pulls the viewer into a world of visual infinity 
and endless possibilities; a space, perhaps, for contemplation and introspection. 
Games, Guns, and Glory, is an exhibition of work that directs our attention towards 
thoughts of social justice while leaving space for other interpretations. Kim’s intricate 
wanderings offer pleasure in the simple act of looking and getting lost in an image.  
 
Mison Kim has exhibited her work in solo and group shows throughout the United States 
and is represented in numerous private collections. She has MFA degrees from Pratt 
Institute and Hunter College and is the recipient of several awards and critical reviews. 
 
The exhibition will be on view in the Balter Gallery running concurrent with Elise P. 
Church’s solo exhibition of paintings, Blue Like an Orange, in the Gillette Gallery from 
January 23 - February 28. 



 
For all press inquiries and high-resolution images contact Barbara Smith Gioia, 
Exhibitions Coordinator, at gallery@garrisonartcenter.org 
 
Riverside Galleries at Garrison Art Center are open Tuesday-Sunday 10am-5pm, and 
located on the banks of the Hudson River, next door to the Metro-North Hudson Line, 
Garrison stop, one hour from Grand Central. For more information about exhibitions and 
other programs, please visit our website www.garrisonartcenter.org or call 845.424.3960. 
Please join in the conversation with Garrison Art Center via Instagram 
@GarrisonArtCenter 
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